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INTRODUCTION

Omaha Beach in France and Villa Hartenstein/Airborne Museum in the Netherlands are
two touristic sights of the Second World War brought under attention by the major films Saving
Private Ryan (1998) and Theirs is the Glory (1946). Omaha Beach was the first sight where the
Allied forces landed to take back France on D-day. Villa Hartenstein served as a headquarter
for the Allied forces during the Battle of Arnhem. Where D-day was the biggest operation on
the beaches of Normandy in France, the Battle of Arnhem was one of the most famous in the
Netherlands. At Omaha Beach, the visitors can walk over the beaches and see bunkers and
memorials to remember the battle. In the Airborne Museum at ’Hartenstein’ objects that were
used in the war are on display, with an audio tour and an Experience Room to relive the Battle
of Arnhem.
Before visiting the museums, the visitor looks at the website to find out more about the
place. Travel websites and museums are showing off their locations through images and texts
to attract visitors. The visitors use the websites to plan out their vacation for entertainment,
relaxation and education. In some cases, this includes visits to places such as war museums,
that are associated with death and violence.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

A broad range of studies within the tourism field focuses on the topic of the Second World
War. Many historical books can be found on the events of Operation Market Garden and the
Battle of Arnhem. The most detailed work on this topic is Antony Beevor’s Arnhem, the Battle
for the Bridges, 1944. He describes the events of Operation Market Garden from day to day,
with parts of conversations, photographs and maps to indicate locations like drop- and landing
zones.
Berthram M. Gordon writes in his book War Tourism about the specific events of the Dday. He informs us about the site’s connection to tourism and the emergence of the Normandy
landing beaches, as a major tourism attraction. Gordon writes that Normandy has become “an
emblem of freedom, democracy and liberation” that will be incorporated into a long list of
France’s war and military lieux de mémoire, that will continue to attract tourist curiosity
(Gordon 147, 227).
Other studies on the Second World War have researched the filmic representations of the
events. For the movie Theirs is the Glory, professor László Munteán argues that the film is “a
war film with a kind of reality effect that derives its power from its juxtaposition of authenticity
with realism”. He writes that the film attempts to “absorb the failure of Operation Market
Garden within the narrative of ultimate victory”. The film serves as a memorial by focusing on
heroism and sacrifice by scenes like the “soldiers’ graves at the beginning of the film and the
empty beds in the barracks in the end” (Munteán 92).
On the film of Saving Private Ryan, Lawrence H. Suid states that the film is “the greatest
war movie ever made”. Reviewers, veterans, and others accepted Spielberg’s claim that the
violence and blood in the D-day sequence on Omaha Beach, “perfectly captured the reality of
combat”. Suid, however, says that this extreme violence alone cannot re-create the reality of
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combat, and observed that Omaha Beach event was nothing like the film. He concludes that,
“in the end, Private Ryan is no more or less than a traditional war movie” (Suid 1185, 1186).
Besides war films, the Second World War is represented in war museums. Stephan Jaeger
(2020) talks about the shift “from the imitation of military equipment and toward the display of
stories concerning the cultural impacts of war”. He talks about the concept of experientiality in
history museums and how it helps in “understanding the narrative, experiential, and
representational possibilities and limitations” of the museum. Experientiality can be seen as the
emotional impact of the exhibition on the visitor, how it creates proximity or distance to the
historical subject-matter. The visitor gets to understand the past with the cultural memory of
the present and learns to reflect on the representation. The best way to get the visitor in this
state of experientiality, is to put the visitor in active mode of observing. This means going
beyond the admiring of a reconstructed scene or artifact in the collection (Jaeger 15, 47, 32-33).
For his research, Jaeger has compared museums around the world and concludes:
“museum makers can construct spaces that try to limit visitor’s freedom of experience or
that direct them to affirm a specific narrative of ideological path. These factualization
techniques clearly reduce experientiality and can be seen in virtually all Second World War
museums” (Jaeger 306).
On the specific site of the Airborne Museum at ‘Hartenstein’, Gieling and Ong (2017)
provide a view of motives for Dutch warfare heritage and how this heritage tourism evokes
different emotions and satisfaction from visitors. They write that “the role of memorial sites
and war museums in modern societies, as places of national importance”, is what people feel
connected to. This warfare heritage at the Airborne Museum is “found to be significant for a
Dutch audience as it stimulates processes of national cohesion and national bonding”. They
conclude that “the symbolic value of the Airborne Museum as a prominent icon of Dutch
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identity is thus a more important reason for visiting than the content, message and objects on
display at the museum” (Gieling and Ong 24, 25).

Most of these studies have focussed on the historical events, the representations in war
films, or display of war-items and symbolic value of the museums. These studies assume that
we have seen the films and visited the museums to understand their conclusions. In my research,
I focus on the front pages of two websites, easily accessible, to show that results from these
studies cannot only be seen in the museums, but in their digital representation as well.
My research will therefor focus on how the museums digitally represent the places where
war, death and violence has taken place. In the first chapter, the Omaha Beach Museum website
gets a closer look on how the museum attract visitors by the images and texts on the front page.
The sub-question for this chapter is: “How does the website of the Omaha Beach Museum
digitally represent the Second World War?”, with Luc Pauwels’ website analysis framework as
a guideline. My approach in image analysis has two steps. First, I will analyse the visual aspects
with the use of the handbook Hardop Kijken. Second, the visual choices are explained and what
they could mean by a content analysis.
In chapter two, the same will be done for Airborne Museum website, with the subquestion: “How does the website of the Airborne Museum at ’Hartenstein’ digitally represent
the Second World War?”. In the conclusion, the following main research question is answered:
“How do the websites of the Omaha Beach Museum and the Airborne Museum at ’Hartenstein’
digitally represent the Second World War?” The two websites are compared to each other to
discover the similarities and differences in their digital Second World War representations.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
THE CONCEPT OF DARK TOURISM

The two websites are both representing a travel destination dedicated to the Second World
War. Within tourism studies, such touristic places are often categorised under the concept of
‘dark tourism’, defined as “tourism motivated by the desire to visit places that are inherently
associated with death” (Aitchison et al 522). It is a practice that includes visiting places such as
battlefields, graveyards, cemeteries, memorials and museums of war. Visiting these places may
be seen as travel undertaken to maintain or construct individual identity through remembrance
of people and things past, at locations associated with or dedicated to them (Aitchison et al
535). Most importantly though, these places still have some impact on our lives, because the
events took place in the last hundred years (Vázquez 48).

MEMORY AND HISTORY

In these places, memory and history meet each other. Where a memory is “alive” and is
always in evolution; history is the reconstruction, though always incomplete, of what is no
longer (Nora 8). The places where an event happened can never change, but the reconstruction
can change any moment by new insights or objects. Therefore, these places are created by both
memory and history, but for a place or an event to be remembered, there must first be a will to
remember it (19). Without this will, a place or an event will eventually be forgotten. The places
are dedicated to memory, while history keeps on being written. This means that memory
attaches itself to a place, whereas history attaches itself to an event (22).

MEMORIAL TOURISM

When memory is attached to a place, a memorial can be placed to remember the event.
This memorial tourism goes further than only the emotion a place can evoke, it provokes an
internal reflection upon the visitor. Memorial tourism can be divided into the remembrance of
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“traditional memorials such as battlefields, cemeteries or monuments” (Czarnecka 464), or the
increasing development of new memorials such as interactive museum displays providing
interactive experiences. The division between traditional and new memorials can be seen in
how museums display their objects, through collections or re-presentations. “A re-presentation
is an arrangement of objects in a reconstruction of a total situation”, like dioramas or an
installation. These representational rooms can include a certain amount of filling in on the part
of the museum, like painted backgrounds and mannequins for the costumes (MacCannell 78).

IMAGE MARKETING

A representation of a battlefield or a memorial can be a key point in the recognition of
war museums. These key points are the first things that pop up onto the screen when searching
for these locations. For example, the monument of Les Braves located on the Omaha Beach, or
the Experience Room in the Airborne Museum. These additions give a positive, stimulating
view of the museum and surroundings. This way of showing the museum to the visitor, is called
the dark side of image marketing (Ahmed 37), the museum draws in the visitor with visual
attractive images. Visual media is very important in our image-dominated culture and society
(Park 433). A website needs to be visually attractive and not to scare off the visitor, because if
the website is showing something repulsive, the visitor may never come to the place.

METHODOLOGY
The websites of Airborne Museum at ’Hartenstein’ and the Omaha Beach Museum will
be analysed on how they digitally represent the Second World War through images and texts.
The aim of my analysis is to see what kind visual tools the websites use to represent the Second
World War. This is done by Luc Pauwels’ website analysis framework, consisting of three
steps. The first step is the first impression of the website. Second, there will be an analysis of
the inventory of the website’s features. Third, a formal analysis is made of the verbal/written
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and typographical signifiers on how and why texts are communicated. Continuing with the
visual representational signifiers. Consisting of a visual aspect analysis, guided by the visual
aspects from Ad de Visser’s Hardop Kijken: technique, frame, light, colour, space and
perspective. Finishing with a content analysis, to explain why certain aspects choices are made
and what they could mean for the museum’s digital representation.
The other steps from Luc Pauwels’ model are not relevant for this research. These steps
require to research beyond the front page of the website and learn more about the technical
aspects of a website. With the information found in the first three steps of Pauwels’ model, it
will become clear from which perspective the museum represents the war: the Allied forces,
the German forces, both, or neutral.
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CHAPTER 1
How does the website of the Omaha Beach Museum represent the Second World War?

1.1 First impression
The first impression of the website is that it is a front page with a clear lay-out (see
Appendix A). The texts are spread across the page divided into categories in a logical position.
In the upper half of the page the topic of the Second World War, specifically the events of Dday, is made clear by name and date. The lower half shows the necessary information about the
museum and practical announcements. The website becomes a cohesive whole through the use
of the colour grey.

1.2 Inventory of website
The website’s cohesive look is achieved by the placement of texts and images. In the
upper left corner of the screen, the title of the museum can be found. In the upper right corner,
the visitor can choose the language settings for the website, French or English, indicated by
flags. In between the title and language settings, a menu of six main content categories is placed.
From left to right these are: Home – The Museum – History – Nearby Omaha – Practical
Information, and – Guestbook. Within the image below the menu, the date of the D-day
operation is communicated.
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Below the image a text informs us about the ‘presentation’ in the museum, including
information about the event, its location and the museum’s purpose. We get the opportunity to
read further by clicking on ‘continue reading’- buttons.
The bottom half of the website shares the current news of the museum, regular museum
information, like opening hours and its contact information. This is followed by an image of
the museum’s overview from outside, so the visitor can recognize the building when visiting.
Below this image are some repetitions of main content categories, links to social media, the
phone number and copyright information.

1.3 Formal analysis
Looking at the front page, the website contains a lot of informational texts. This consists
of verbal/written signifiers (text), the typographic signifiers (fonts) and the visual
representational signifiers (images). First, the text and fonts are analysed. Followed by a visual
analysis, guided by the visual aspects from Ad de Visser, and a content analysis.

1.3.1 The verbal/written and typographic signifiers
The verbal/written signifiers and typographic signifiers on the website of the Omaha
Beach Museum, are all typed in the ‘Calibri (body)’-font. Starting at the upper left corner with
the location of the museum, ‘Omaha Beach’, in capitalized, grey letters. Making this the most
notable text in the screen. On its right, the main content categories are located, typed the same
way but a font size smaller and in black. Within the image below, the date of the landing is
centred at the top. On the bottom right of this image, ‘musée mémorial’ in French, and below
in English ‘memorial museum’ is placed, the mémorial and memorial in bold and in the colour
grey, connecting them to the title of the museum.
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Below the first image, the most important topics are all typed with capitalized letters,
bold and underlined. Under the topic of ‘presentation’ is a small quote in capitalized blue that
says, ‘Dive into the heart of history’, with ‘the heart’ in bold. This explains in a short text what
the visitor will see in the museum and therefor has to be noticeable. To the right of this quote,
a short description is found, starting in bold where the museum is located, the landing took
place, and the beach is called ‘Bloody Omaha’. After this, the text continues in normal letters
on how many square meters the museum is, and it serves as a memory for those who died. The
last sentence of this text lets the visitor know that the visit is a self-guided tour. On the bottom
of this textbox the visitor can choose to click on a grey box with white capitalized letters of
‘continue reading’.

Under the presentation topic, the news is located. Communicating on the left the date of
the last news post, the 5th of February 2021 in grey. The news post contains an underlined and
capitalized announcement, communicating that the museum is closed. Stating under it in a
smaller and un-capitalized letters that the reopening will take places as soon as the government
authorizes it. At the bottom of the news box, we can find the option to continue reading. This
way of sending the visitor to more information is used multiple times. On the right of the news
board, a smaller blue box with white letters, is found with ‘Informations’, including a ‘Tarifs’
and ‘Opening hours’ button, in capitalized letters. Under this a comment is posted that the last
admission of visitors is an hour before closing time, with a phone number added for an enquiry.
Below this in a grey box a link to contact the museum is added via e-mail, typed in blue,
underlined and capitalized letters.

On the bottom of the page, an image of the view from outside the museum is shown with
under it a large dark grey field with a few repetitions of important information and social media
links, all typed in white to be readable on the dark grey.
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The title and subtitle are written in the same capitalized way, communicating the name
and the museum type. These are the texts that the visitors sees first when opening the website
and they catch the attention. All the other information, main content categories and general
information needed for a visit, are all categorized in their use of fonts. This gives the website
an organized and calm ambiance.

1.3.2 The visual representational signifier
VISUAL ASPECT ANALYSIS, IMAGE 1
*See image full-size in Appendix E.

TECHNIQUE

The image is a photograph and is viewed as a two-dimensional image, it has a horizontal
and vertical axis. Light is the most important aspect when speaking about a photograph,
discussed with terms like tones, toon sequence and tonality (the use of tone-differences).
Photographs can be divided into soft and hard prints. Where soft prints, have a broad scale of
tone-differences, a lot of greys. Hard prints are brought back to the different grey gradations of
only dark and light, with extreme case of only black and white. Looking at this image, a lot of
grey tonalities can be seen, making this image a soft print.

FRAME

The image has a rectangular framework in a horizontal, landscape orientation. The
rectangular framework is a-tectonic, the image “is contained with certain friction or tension”
and “denies the frame and to break out of it”. This gives the image the presence of tension,
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movement and dynamics (Visser 93, 55). The frame does not contain the image and is more
free and open than it would be with a static picture frame around it. The edges of the image are
fading out onto the colour of the background of the website.

LIGHT AND COLOUR

The grey tonalities create shadows, giving the figures more plasticity and body. Besides
the dominant use of grey, the colours blue and red are seen in the flag on the left, both primary
colours with a high saturation or purity.

SHAPE AND FIGURE/BACKGROUND

The most dominant shape in the image is the boat on the foreground. The boat is more
compact, less vague and more closed than the scene on the background. The contours are tighter
than the friable, degraded lines on the background. Besides the contours another way to create
space is to use overlapping and overcutting (Visser 78, 84). The boat for instance overlaps the
figures in the background, bringing it forward. Overcutting happens by the framework, cutting
out the figures outside of the frame. This makes us imagine that the image goes on beyond the
edges.

SPACE AND PERSPECTIVE

At the center of the image the space is defined by the horizon, flight-line, flight-point and
foreshortening. The placement of the horizon decides the position of the visitor, which is on
eye-level. The flight-line can be made when the dominant lines are extended, the point where
these lines meet, is the flight-point, usually on the horizon line, but in this image, the line is
slightly above the natural horizon. This is because the boat floats on top of the water, creating
a slight tilt upwards by the waves. Everything between the boat and the horizon is in reality the
same size, but to give the illusion of space, the figures closer to the horizon are getting smaller,
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called foreshortening, the further away from the point of view, the smaller the object will
become. This kind of perspective is called a line- or linear perspective (Visser 85). These lines
help defining what kind of composition the image has. The image has an asymmetrical
composition, when putting a mirror in the middle of the image (under the date 9 Juin 1944), the
two sides of the image do not compare to each other, the boat is placed more slightly to the left.
This results in a chaotic looking image, instead of a static view of a symmetrical landscape.
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VISUAL ASPECT ANALYSIS, IMAGE 2.
*See image full-size in Appendix F.

TECHNIQUE

The image at the bottom of the website is a photograph and will be seen as a twodimensional image with depth. This photograph is a soft print, it has a broad scale of tonedifferences in all the colour spectrums.

FRAME

The framework of the image is a rectangular with a horizonal axis that is bigger than the
vertical axis. The framework is tectonic, it shows some kind of rest, a peaceful co-existence
between the image and the frame (Visser 55). The edges of the image are not cutting off
anything that is part of the museum.

LIGHT AND COLOUR

The colour spectrums exist of red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple. The colours
that come in contact with the sun lose their saturation and turn more towards white. The colours
that are in the shadow lose their saturation but these turn towards black. This is called a warmcold contrast, between the summer day colours and the blue shadow colours. All colour
tonalities of the colour spectrum are joined by the tones of black and white, black seen in the
tank and white on the walls.
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SHAPE AND FIGURE/BACKGROUND

The image does not have a clear distinction between foreground and background. The
building of the museum and the black tank have the same compact shape. What can be seen, is
the tank placed in front of the museum, because it overlaps a piece of the building, bringing it
forward. The only clear overcutting happening is seen on the grey car on the right, whose form
is not complete.

SPACE AND PERSPECTIVE

There is no clear horizon in this image, but the eye-level view explains this is where the
floor and building meet. When drawing the flight-lines along the dominant lines in the image,
the flight-point lies slightly behind the tank. This image has an asymmetrical composition but
could almost be symmetrical because both sides of the structure are slightly identical to each
other. But because of the figures in the foreground and the colour differences this is
asymmetrical because it has “no preference of position or center of attention” (Visser 75).
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CONTENT ANALYSIS, IMAGE 1 AND 2.
VISUAL ASPECTS EXPLAINED

The two images on the Omaha Beach website are both photographs, image 1 is a shot of
the events on D-day in grey tones and image 2 is an overview of the museum in colour. This
means that the photograph of image 1 shows an old photograph during D-day and is the topic
of the museum, visible in image 2.
Image 1 has an a-tectonic framework, it is chaotic and contains tension. The figures in
the image are close to the foreground inside the landing boat, so we become a participant in the
events. The visitor has a close proximity with the events this way, letting us experience and
understand the events in an active mode of experientiality.

Picture 1: Inside look in the landing boat, Picture 2: The landing boats and soldiers from
to identify the shape of the boat. https://d- further away.
dayinfo.org/landingen/omaha-beach/
https://d-dayinfo.org/landingen/omaha-beach/

Image 2, on the other hand, has a tectonic framework and shows rest. The building is part
of the background and creates distance to see the entire structure, it fits exactly in its frame.
This could mean that the museum is a medium to contain the chaos inside the boundaries of the
building and gives an overview in the chaotic events. This can be seen in the composition as
well, where image 1 is an asymmetrical composition without a doubt, and image 2 has elements
of a symmetrical composition, balancing between chaos and order.
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CONTENT

The American flag on the left of image 1, makes it clear that the soldiers in the image, are
American soldiers. This suggests that the museum’s collection is focussed on the victory of the
Allied forces rather than the German defeat. The location of the museum can also add to this
perspective because it is close to the landing-zone itself.
Image 2 shows an anti-tank obstacle, tank and cannon. As image on its own, it is unclear
from which forces these weapons are. But when looking at it next to image 1, the tank could be
of the Allied forces when seeing it next to the anti-tank obstacle. This obstacle was used to hold
back the tanks that the Allied forces brought by landing boats, making the tank appear an Allied
tank. The cannon on the right side is pointing at the tank, which could mean that this was a
cannon used by the German forces to shoot down the advancing tanks and soldiers. It shows
that the soldiers from image 1 had to fight against a heavily armed opponent and still achieved
victory.

Picture 3: The same photograph as the Omaha Beach website, found to confirm the location
and that it is a real photograph made during the event.
“A LCVP of the US Coast Guard releasing the troops of Company E, 16th Infantry, 1st
Infantry Division in the Fox Green sector of Omaha Beach.”
https://d-dayinfo.org/landingen/omaha-beach/
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CHAPTER 2
How does the website of the Airborne Museum at ’Hartenstein’ represent the Second World War?

2.1 First impression
The first look of the Dutch-language front page (See Appendix B) gives an organized
impression. The first image, from inside a glider, makes us clear that this is the website of a
museum representing a war. The flag of the 1st Airborne Division, the museum’s logo, indicates
that this is about the Second World War. The colour of the flag is used throughout the whole
lay-out of the website, making it a cohesive whole. The second image on this page shows an
object that is part of the collection.
When switching to the English or German language (see Appendix C), the image changes.
Instead of two images, it shows a third, different image. The image is a view of a city with a
war cannon. This image shows a view from inside the museum, and we can walk past this
installation. Because the Dutch and English pages have different images, the two from the
Dutch and the one from the English will be analysed by their visual aspects and content.

2.2 Inventory of website
In the upper left corner of the screen, the logo and the name of the museum is shown.
Under the logo, the visitor can click on the text ‘Menu’, where we can choose the language
settings of the website. The option for the language depends on how the visitor first opens the
website, in Dutch, these are ‘Deutsch’ and ‘English’. If opened in English, the choices are
‘Nederlands’ and ‘Deutsch’. The menu contains three main content categories: Visit –
Discover, and – About. Another main category ‘Visit’ can be found on the right for Airborne
at the Bridge (See Appendix D).
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Centred at the top of the English front page, the visitor can read the corona protocol for
the museum visit. On the upper right corner, the visitor can buy a ticket for a date and time. All
this information is located within the framework of the first image on the website. In the middle
of this image, another text is communicated and the option ‘Exhibitions’. On the bottom of the
page, the visitor can subscribe to the newsletter, share on social media, become a supporter,
find the addresses of the museum and corporations working with the museum.
The Dutch page has different images and text announcements on its front page. Within
the first image, the textbox is used for the announcement that ‘the museum is closed again’,.
Below this announcement an option to ‘support the museum’. On the upper right in this image
below the ticket option, we can see an award from TripAdvisor. Below the first image, another
photograph is added from a new collection and the option to read more about the exhibition.

2.3 Formal analysis
Looking at the front page, there is little information shared, but through the images, gives
an impression of what can be seen inside the museum. The information shared on this page
consists of some verbal/written signifiers (text), the typographic signifiers (fonts) and the visual
representational signifiers (images). First, the two signifiers concerning the text and lay-out are
discussed, followed by the visual aspect and content analysis of the three images on the Dutch
and English front pages.

2.3.1 The verbal/written and typographic signifiers
The verbal/written signifiers and typographic signifiers on the website of the Airborne
Museum at ‘Hartenstein’, are typed in the ‘Calibri Light (headings)’-font. The text is either in
the colour maroon, like the Airborne flag, or white in a maroon textbox. In both the English and
Dutch website, the upper left corner starts with the logo of the museum ‘Airborne Museum at
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Hartenstein’ (see Appendix G) typed in capitalized letters, making it stand out. Below the logo,
in slightly smaller letters and uncapitalized, a black box with the white text ‘Menu’ is located
so it is impossible to miss. In this menu, the languages are typed in Italics and smaller than the
other font sizes. The three main content categories are all in big capitalized and bold letters.
The further options below them are uncapitalized and are typed without any font extras, making
it clear that these option belong under the main content categories.

Returning to the English front page, in the middle of the image, in a white box, the text:
‘completely renovated’ and ‘Discover the famous Battle of Arnhem’ is placed. Both texts are
typed in maroon, capitalized letters, but the second text, on the Battle of Arnhem, is much bigger
and grabs the attention. These announcement boxes attract the most attention on the website,
because of the white background, making them ideal for communicating the most essential
information and promoting new collections. Below the announcement we can find an orange
box with ‘Exhibitions’ in small, uncapitalized letters, ensuring its visibility.

The Dutch front page has the same setup to communicate the announcements. In its white
textbox the museum communicate in Dutch that the museum is closed again. In bigger letters
underneath they state that, without visitors, the museum does not have any incomes. In the
orange box below, we have the option to support the museum.
In the second image, the setup is still the same, but announcing a new collection: ‘The
Connection: our collection, their stories’, again in big, capitalized letters and with an orange
box below to learn more about the exhibition.

The bottom of the page is the same in both languages. In the maroon-coloured field, all
text is typed in white, making it easier to read rather than black. In the middle of the page, below
the last image, the visitor can click a small orange box with two arrows with the uncapitalized,
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small text ‘back to top’ to return to the top of the page. Under this option, the text ‘Search’ is
slightly bigger than the rest and capitalized, with a search box underneath. Below that, an orange
box gives the option to ‘become a supporter’ in uncapitalized, small letters. On the right of the
‘Search’ text a general text is typed to ‘Visit the Airborne Museum’, this is typed the same way
but more centred on the page. Far underneath it is communicated that the museum takes ‘no
cash’ in capitalized, bold letters. Below that ‘cards only’, is typed the same way but not in bold
anymore. On the far right of the page, the address of Airborne Museum at ‘Hartenstein’, as well
as Airborne at the Bridge is located. The names with the logo in capitalized letters, with the
address uncapitalized, but all the same font size and in white.

On the very bottom of the page, multiple logos of corporations supporting the museum
are located. All made white so they can be clearly seen. Most of these logos have capitalized
letters or vary in font size.

By using the 1st Airborne Division flag as a logo, the visitor gets to know what kind of
museum type we are looking at. This logo is not altered, or made bigger than necessary, to be
more noticeable on the website; for the colour and figure in the logo are enough. The white
textboxes within the images attract the most attention and are the best place to communicate to
the visitor. The colours of the text are specifically chosen to have a connection to the Airborne
logo, white or maroon, and to be legible on the background.
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2.3.2 The visual representational signifier
VISUAL ASPECT ANALYSIS, DUTCH IMAGE 1.
*See image full-size in Appendix H.

TECHNIQUE

The image is a photograph of a three-dimensional installation inside the museum. In
reality, the visitor can look into the cabin. For this analysis, I am looking at the image as a twodimensional work. The light in this photograph is brought back a small scale of tone-differences
of only dark and light, making it a hard print (Visser 93).

FRAME

The image has a rectangular framework, the horizontal is slightly bigger than the vertical
axis. This framework is tectonic, because of the black space on the sides of the image. There is
no visible shape that is cut off because of the framework. This makes that the edges of the frame
do not create tension or friction and focus the attention on the middle of the image.

LIGHT AND COLOUR

The small scale of tone-differences creates a clear distinction between light and
shadows, giving the figure in the cabin more depth, plasticity and body. Next to the dark and
light tonalities, the colours of blue and green are used. The green visible on the figure and on
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the bottom of the image, but because of the shadow, with big loss of saturation, turning towards
black. The blue can be found on the top of the image, with various tonality differences.

SHAPE AND FIGURE/BACKGROUND

The most dominant shape in the image is the darker setting on the foreground, with a
slightly more enlightened figure on the left. The lines and contours of this setting are more
compact and tighter, bringing it to the foreground when comparing it to the vague, degraded
shape at the top of the image (Visser 78). It slightly overlaps on three visible shapes in the
background. Overcutting is seen on the edges of the frame, though no important shapes are cut
off. The horizon, flight-line and flight-point are a little more complicated in this image. The
horizon can be distinguished by a slight colour difference in the bottom of the frame.

SPACE AND PERSPECTIVE

The tone differences of the colour blue create spherical, air- or colour perspective, or
called an atmospheric perspective. Which means that on the foreground the colours have a high
saturation, but the further the blue gets to the horizon, the cooler and greyer the colours become.
What stands out, is that the horizon is no horizontal line in this image, but a tilted line to the
right. The flight-lines are more difficult but can be made by following the most dominant
diagonal lines. They come together slightly above the horizon line on the right of the black
square box, with behind the shape of an airplane. Two extra guiding lines, from the plane on
the top right and the eye vision of the figure on the foreground, come together in the same flightpoint. The placement of the visitor can be interpreted in two different ways. With the
foreground, this is an eye-level view, together with the figure. But when looking at the low
horizon in the landscape on the background, the visitor is placed in a high point of view, or a
bird-eye view, on the same level as the figure in the cockpit. This landscape creates more depth
with the addition of other planes in the image. In reality, all are the same size, but by the concept
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of foreshortening, the further away from the visitors’ point of view or closer to the horizon, the
smaller the object becomes. The perspective in this image is asymmetrical because the division
between shapes and lines appear relatively arbitrarily (Visser 89, 68).
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VISUAL ASPECT ANALYSIS, DUTCH IMAGE 2.
*See image full-size in Appendix I.

TECHNIQUE

The second image found on the website, is a photograph of a three-dimensional object,
part of the new collection. This photograph is a hard print, it does not have a broad scale of
tone-differences and it limited to a small reach of dark and light.

FRAME

The framework of this image is a rectangular, the vertical is smaller than the horizontal
axis. The image does not try to break out of the boundaries and makes the image a tectonic
image.

LIGHT AND COLOUR

Black is the most present in the image and some darker grey tonalities. The light source
of this image comes from above, on the top of the surface of the object, white can be seen,
reflecting the light. The only colour that can be seen is a tertiary colour of yellow-orange, a
third step in the mix of the primary colours, turning slightly towards brown.
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SHAPE AND FIGURE/BACKGROUND

Because of the black background, there is no foreground-background distinction, but
because of the light, the attention gets drawn to the most important shape in the image, the
object in the square glass. There is no overlap in this image, the elements are divided so they
do not cross each other. In a certain sense, the glass overlaps the object, but because it is a
transparent material, this does not disturb the image.

SPACE AND PERSPECTIVE

There are no dominant lines to be found, the horizon, flight-lines and flight-point play
no role in the image. When looking at the composition, the object and the glass box are located
on the right half of the frame. When putting a vertical line in the middle of the image, the sides
are not the same, making this an asymmetrical composition.
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VISUAL ASPECT ANALYSIS, IMAGE 3, ENGLISH PAGE.
*See image full-size in Appendix J.

TECHNIQUE

The image is a photograph from a three-dimensional installation inside the museum.
The visitor can walk through this installation and walk around the objects, as far as this is
possible. Because the photograph is a flat medium, I will analyse this image as a twodimensional work. This image is a soft print, it has a broad scale of tone-differences, a lot of
gradations between black and white.

FRAME

The image of the installation has a landscape orientation. Its horizontal side is bigger
than the vertical side. The frame is rectangular and is a-tectonic, the image goes on beyond the
frame and tries to break out of it, creating tension (Visser 55).

LIGHT AND COLOUR

Within the broad scale of tone-differences are additionally the shadows, created by the
industrial lights in the installation, the light and shadow give the objects and figures more
plasticity and body and make them three-dimensional for the eye on the photograph. The
industrial lighting in the room varies from yellow to white. The colour of the shadows in the
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image, depend on what light source shines upon it. The yellow light from within the house gives
a warmer, orange shadow. While the white on the outside, creates a cold, blue shadow. The
combination of these two colours is called a warm-cold contrast. These are the two colours most
present in the image, orange and blue. Where the orange is a secondary colour in the colour
spectrum, made from yellow and red. The blue in this image has a high saturation and is not
pure, it is mixed with the white of the lights.

SHAPE AND FIGURE/BACKGROUND

Identifying the most dominant shape in this image is harder, the foreground and
background are both sharp. Though because of the technique of overlapping, the cannon comes
more to the foreground. The cannon overlaps a part of the building on the background and its
lines are tighter than those in the shadows in the back. On the right side of the image, the cannon
gets cut away from the frame, our eye finishing it beyond the edge. No clear horizon can be
found in this image, because the distinction between foreground and background is very small.

SPACE AND PERSPECTIVE

Flight-lines can be made when extending the most dominant lines within the installation.
On the right side, behind the cannon, the projection of the city has, similar to the 3D objects,
no clear horizon and has different flight-lines and flight-point than the installation. This
projection gives another dimension of depth into the image. Because there is so much going on
in the image, the composition can be called an over-all-composition. There is no order of
importance, the visual elements are of equal value (Visser 75).
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CONTENT ANALYSIS, IMAGE 1, 2 AND 3.
VISUAL ASPECTS EXPLAINED

All three images are photographs from inside the museum. Images 1 and 2 have tectonic
frameworks, the images both fit into their framework and do not create tension at the edges of
the frame. Image 3, on the other hand, has an a-tectonic framework, because of the sudden cutoff edges, this creates more tension and chaos in the image. Images 1 and 2 are two images of
rest where the action is contained it its boundaries. Image 3 is a more chaotic image that goes
on beyond its frame. The three images have a few things in common. First, all three have
colours, making the representation more lifelike and communicate that the installation is a real
thing to experience. Because “colour photography has more sensory and emotional
information” (Park 438). Second, the images do not have natural placed horizons. Image 1 has
a tilted horizon because of the glider, image 2 has no horizon at all because of the black
background, and image 3 has different horizons because of the installation and projection
behind it. Third, are the asymmetrical compositions, the left and right side of the image are not
the same and the attention goes to another point in the image other than the middle. This
composition creates chaos, in addition image 3 is an over-all composition with multiple focal
points, creating extra disorder. Finally, the perspective is all on eye-level with the object in the
foreground, emphasizing that the visitor part of the experience and in close proximity to the
history.

CONTENT

Image 1, inside the glider (Dutch), and image 3 (English) of the city with the cannon,
show a representational room of the Second World War. To specify the event, the airplanes
imply that this is a museum on Operation Market Garden, seen by three planes with a glider
behind them. The gliders can be recognized by the rope behind the planes, and they have no
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engines. The cannon in image 3, can be identified as one of the Allied troops by the soldier with
the maroon beret inside the house on the left, because the soldier operating the cannon is cut
out of the frame.
The projection on the wall, in image 3, shows the Eusebius church in Arnhem, which
can be identified by the giant door at the upper flight point. For visitors who know the church,
this is an extra confirmation that we are in the battlefield of the Battle for Arnhem. This helps
to create the narrative and reconstruction of Arnhem.

Picture 4: Eusebius during the WW2.
https://eusebius.nl/over-de-eusebius/

Picture 5: Eusebius now.
https://hangaroundthe
world.com/en/arnhem/

Picture 6:
Close-up in
Experience.

Image 2, the binoculars (Dutch), is connected to the two other images because this is
one of the objects used in the Battle of Arnhem. Together, the three images show the events
through the eyes of the Market soldiers, we follow their battle from inside the glider to the heart
of Arnhem. Not only do we see military equipment on display; we get to experience the battle
ourselves and its emotional impact due to the close proximity with the representation, the active
mode of experientiality (Jaeger 33).
*Extra: You might need those binoculars to spot the end of the gun from a sharpshooter, in
image 3, located on the first floor, at the bottom of the right window frame.
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CONCLUSION

The websites of the Omaha Beach Museum and the Airborne Museum represent two dark
tourism places connected to the Second World War. Both the museums let the visitor see the
war through an eye-level perspective. The Omaha Beach museum informs the visitor on the
events of D-day, but the Airborne Museum goes further than giving information by letting the
visitor experience the Battle of Arnhem through an Experience Room. The experientiality helps
to understand the events and creates an emotional impact on the visitor due to the close
encounter with the events. Letting the visitor experience the war for himself is educational to
keep the memory alive and to reflect on the representation. The impact of the events can be
sensational as well, a big issue if the message gets lost and forgotten.

Keeping the memory alive is seen in the ongoing interest in visiting the history of the
museums, to learn more about the war and pass it on to next generations. The history in these
buildings are the collections and reconstruction of the events. The museums are both traditional
memorials, in displaying collections and their position within the old battlefields. The new
memorial tourism can be seen in the Airborne Museum’s interactive reconstruction in the
Experience Room, seen through the images on the front page. It is not clear if the Omaha Beach
Museum has any new memorials for interactive experiences from their front-page images. What
does stand out in both front pages, is that the museums focus on giving a positive image, instead
of confronting with repellent images.

The difference in the given information through images on the front pages, is likewise
visible in the amount of information shared through texts. Where the Omaha Beach Museum
does not give visual indications about their collection, they do communicate much information
through texts on their front page. The history of events and the goal of the museum is described,
along with general information. This does result in a more static and professional looking front
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page where the visitor knows at first glance what it is about. The Airborne Museum on the other
hand, gives a lot of information through images, but not as much through texts. The only text
they use is for short announcements placed within the images, making them stand out more. On
the Dutch front page, the first image of the airplane refers to Operation Market Garden and the
Airborne flag as a logo tells a bit on what the visitor will encounter, but the visitor needs to
research the website further for more information about the history of the place. If the visitor
does not know about the operation, he does not get informed by the images of the front page.
The English front page, on the other hand, only has one image with a text box, but it does
announce that the museum is about the Battle of Arnhem. In one glance, the event is announced,
the location, and the Experience Room is promoted.

Another thing that stands out, is the language options on both of the websites. The
websites both try to attract a different audience. Where the Omaha Beach Museum focusses on
the French and English language audience, the Airborne Museum is open to Dutch, English and
German visitors. The Omaha Beach Museum does not give the option for Dutch or German.
The Dutch were not part of the D-day landings, but the lack of the German language could be
explained. Germany was the opposing nation against the American victors, who are an
important identifier for the nation as defenders and liberators of the world (Jaeger 35). The
Airborne Museum does not have a French option, because the French were not part of the troops
in Operation Market Garden or the Battle of Arnhem. Operation Market Garden had involved
a broad range of British, American, Canadian, Polish and Dutch troops, and creates an Allied
narrative to appeal to European tourists (Gieling and Ong 24). The troops near the Arnhem
Bridge were the 1st British Airborne Division (Airborne flag) but is important for the Dutch
people because the event happened in their country. The Airborne Museum serves as national
cohesion and national bonding to remember the war.
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My research has focused on the two front pages of the Omaha Beach Museum and the
Airborne Museum at ‘Hartenstein’. By only researching the front pages, the message of the
museums is not discussed, and conclusions are made by my impressions and own
interpretations, rather than being substantiated by the website’s further contents. When a visitor
wants to visit a museum, they will go beyond the front page to learn more about what the
museum has to offer, instead of learning it from only the front-page images. For example, the
front page of the Omaha Beach Museum does not show the contents of the museum, but when
clicking on the main content category of ‘The Museum’, this information is given through text
and a lot of images below it.

Further research on this topic could be to look at previous versions of the front pages.
This can be found on http://web.archive.org/, to discover different ways how both websites
changed throughout the years. Or do go beyond the museums’ front pages to find out more
about their mission and vision and the history behind the museums. Another thing that could be
interesting, is to find out what the museums arrange for remembrance activities and what the
motivational factors are for remembering and visiting such museums.
The comparison between two museums can be limited to different war museums in
France, to find out more about the French national identity in these museums, or the difference
in their collections or representations. The same goes for the war museums in the Netherlands,
to find out more about how the Dutch national identity is represented. Interesting museums to
compare to the Airborne Museum are the traditional war museum Overloon, or a museum with
the same topic of Operation Market Garden, like the freedom museum in Groesbeek.
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A: The front page of the Omaha Beach Museum; 5 April 2021.
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APPENDIX B: The front page of the Airborne Museum, Dutch; 4 May 2021.
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APPENDIX C: The front page of the Airborne Museum, English; 11 May 2021.
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APPENDIX D: Menu; main content categories, English; 11 May 2021.

APPENDIX E: Image 1, Omaha Beach frontpage.

APPENDIX F: Image 2, Omaha Beach frontpage.
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APPENDIX G: Airborne Museum logo

APPENDIX H: Image 1, Airborne Museum, Dutch frontpage.
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APPENDIX I: Image 2, Airborne Museum, Dutch frontpage.

APPENDIX J: Image 3, Airborne Museum, English frontpage
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